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Image capture and image quality are hugely important in today’s digital world. In recent
years, image quality has made major leaps forward: moving from HDTV to 4k ultra-HD
(and beyond) and with the introduction of High Dynamic Range (HDR) technology.
At the same time, a wider spectral range has enabled 3D ranging, infrared and thermal
imaging. The MANTIS project focuses on broadcasting and security systems and aims to
take current imaging applications to the next level by further improving image quality
(spatial and temporal resolution, higher dynamic range), combining imaging modalities,
creating new functionality with Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms, and optimising
manufacture and application workflows to reduce costs while increasing performance.
In pursuit of cost and system architecture optimisation, it will also explore if, and how
much, intelligence can be integrated into image sensors.
As the digital transformation proceeds, society
both wants and needs high-end technologies on a
large scale and at affordable cost. Image capture
with the necessary level of functionality and
quality has a major role to play. In combination
with image analysis and AI, image capture allows
for the increasing ‘smartness’ of products. Indeed,
improved, affordable image capture can bring
disruptive innovations that benefit almost every
aspect of life, and this in turn generates major
market opportunities.
Among these many applications, MANTIS will focus
on image capture systems for high-end security and
live broadcasting, targeting lower costs and new
functionality while maintaining ease of use.

Current challenges
Video security systems play an essential role in
all kinds of situations from industrial settings
to ensuring public spaces are safe and secure.
However, current 2D systems still depend highly
on the operator’s attention span while watching
the images. In future, 3D views and AI algorithms
could raise the alert to potential risks more reliably
and quickly. But for this digitalisation needs to go
further.
IP-based digital technologies are still not fully
rolled out, partly due to cost. Plus, technologies
to enhance detection and prevention of risks
which use centralised data and cloud computing
need improvement and cost optimisation, as do
spectrum range and video analysis algorithms. And
while thermal imaging could be a valuable tool for
3D imaging, it calls for advances in small uncooled
sensors for infrared imaging – particularly to reduce
costs.
In live broadcasting, content creators are seeking to
deliver compelling experiences for consumers in a

changing market. They are looking for solutions that
both reduce costs and allow for content delivery on
multiple platforms, so they can compete with rights
owners and ‘on demand’ providers. Improved image
capture and innovations such as multiple micro
cameras could place audiences right in the middle
of the action and even deliver ‘bird’s eye flight’ views
of stadium events.

New solutions
Although these two markets are different, the
technical challenges are similar. And through
its cooperative approach, MANTIS will speed up
development of solutions for both.
At the core of the project is the development of a
multi-modal, multi micro camera system connected
to an AI-capable edge processing box. The project
will also design a new micro camera architecture
that supports single- and dual modal capture and
the combination of visual imaging with either NIR or
LWIR (long wave infrared).
Key innovations include:

—

A micro camera demonstrator with the ability
to support various sensors matching 4k60
imaging capabilities in a Size Weight Power
and Cost optimised implementation, targeting
high-end security applications;

—

A multi camera demonstrator, in which 2 or
more of the micro cameras are connected to a
newly defined processing box with inter-camera processing, combining visible and LWIR
imaging. This processing will consist of applications such as of fusion enhanced imaging,
real-time small object detection, tracking and/
or re-identification for enhanced situational
awareness in surveillance and high-end security and monocular depth-map generation in live
sports (broadcast);
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EURIPIDES² and PENTA are two EUREKA Clusters.
PENTA purpose is to catalyse research, development and innovation in
areas of micro and nanoelectronics enabled systems and applications.
EURIPIDES² promotes the generation of innovative, industry-driven, precompetitive R&D projects in the area of Smart Electronic Systems.

